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Inventor’s Notebooks
• Why use Inventor’s Notebooks?
– Since full implementation of the America Invents
Act in 2013, Inventor’s Notebooks can generally no
longer remove prior art references in patent
prosecution.
– However, Inventor’s Notebooks can be used to:
• Prove inventorship and/or ownership;
• Prove derivation by an improperly named
inventor;
• Provide supplementary data during patent
prosecution; and,
• Establish a prior user defense.
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Inventor’s Notebooks
• What to include in Inventor’s Notebooks?
– Inventor’s Notebooks should function as a
complete record of the steps taken from invention
conception to reduction to practice.
– For ease of use, think of Inventor’s Notebooks as a
Materials and Methods record, and ensure they
have a complete, chronological listing of the
experimental procedures followed, the materials
used in the experiments, and the data obtained.
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Inventor’s Notebooks
• What are some best practices to follow?
– Use permanent ink;
– Limit blank spaces;
– Use sequentially numbered pages in a bound
notebook;
– Line through/strike out errors, and do not remove
pages;
– Permanently affix data print outs to the notebook
pages; and,
– Sign and date each notebook entry, with an
accompanying witness signature.
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Invention Disclosure
Forms
• Why use Invention Disclosure Forms?
– Some institutions require the submission of
Invention Disclosure Forms to formally kick off the
patenting process.
– Invention Disclosure Forms speed up the process
of working with the patent attorney or agent.
– Invention Disclosure Forms also help invention
management staff identify the expected utility of
and commercial space for the disclosed invention.
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Invention Disclosure
Forms
• What to include in Invention Disclosure
Forms?
– An Invention Disclosure Form is the first formal
record explaining the novel and non-obvious
invention in a way that lets another practitioner
understand and replicate the invention.
– Invention Disclosure Forms should serve as stand
alone documents.
– Often, Invention Disclosure Forms require the
same information published in academic papers:
an introduction, a materials and methods section, a
results section explaining the data, and a
discussion section placing the invention in
appropriate context.
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Invention Disclosure
Forms
• What are some best practices to follow?
– Remember, the patent attorney or agent has a
technical background, but is not an expert in the
field. The Invention Disclosure serves to teach him
the invention and all the specific items he must
include in the patent application.
– When in doubt, err on the side of including more
information than not.
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Marketing Slicks
• Why use Marketing Slicks?
– Marketing Slicks quickly and easily explain the
important points of the invention to potential buyers
or clients.
– Marketing Slicks are a way to efficiently market
inventions to a wide range of potential buyers or
clients.
– Marketing Slicks help inventors or invention
management staff identify and focus on the
expected commercial embodiment of the invention.
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Marketing Slicks
• What to include in Marketing Slicks?
– Marketing Slicks often include:
• an invention title;
• a listing of inventors;
• an introduction to the invention and the problem
it addresses;
• an envisioned application for the invention;
• a listing of advantages created by using the
invention; and
• a description of the patent status of the
invention.
– One good picture is worth a thousand words.
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Marketing Slicks
• What are some best practices to follow?
– Marketing Slicks should include only nonconfidential information.
– Marketing Slicks are often reviewed first by nontechnical people; keep the Marketing Slicks
audience appropriate.
– Marketing Slicks are often reviewed by time-limited
people; keep the Marketing Slicks to one or two
streamlined pages.
– Do not use generalities when specificities are
known.
• Compare: “Reduced hospital stays” vs. “An
average 24 hour reduction in hospital stay”
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